S-phase progression in mammalian cells: modelling the influence of nuclear organization.
The control of DNA replication is of fundamental importance as cell proliferation demands that identical copies of the genetic material are passed to the two daughter cells that form during mitosis. These genetic copies are generated in the preceding S phase, where the entire DNA complement of the mother cell must be copied exactly once. As part of this process, it is known that different regions of mammalian genomes are replicated at specific times of a temporally defined replication programme. The key feature of this programme is that active genes in euchromatin are replicated before inactive ones in heterochromatin. This separation of S phase into periods where different classes of chromatin are duplicated is important in maintaining changes in gene expression that define individual cell types. Recent attempts to understand the structure of the S-phase timing programme have focused on the use of genome-wide strategies that inevitably use DNA isolated from large cell populations for analysis. However, this approach provides a composite view of events that occur within a population without knowledge of the cell-to-cell variability across the population. In this review, we attempt to combine information generated using genome-wide and single cell strategies in order to develop a coherent molecular understanding of S-phase progression. During this integration, we have explored how available information can be introduced into a modelling environment that best describes S-phase progression in mammalian cells.